
1080p Full HD resolution—twice 

the picture detail compared to 

standard 720p HD

ClearScan® 120Hz doubles the 

refresh rate for clearer fast motion

Advanced Toshiba CQ Dual Core 

Engine creates Cinema Quality 

images

Access key media apps including 
® and YouTube™

Wireless connection between 

your TV and devices on your 

network

A simple graphical interface 

and quick access to the music, 

photos and videos on your home 

network

audio through a single cable

Play movies, music and photos DTS TruSurround™ audio for 

immersive virtual surround sound

40L3400U LED Smart TV

The Toshiba 40” L3400U LED Smart TV combines a new, slim, modern gun metal 

design, easy connectivity to apps and personal content, with advanced picture quality—

all in a sleek, elegant package. The L3400U complements any room and is equipped 

with 1080p Full HD, a powerful new CQ Dual Core Engine for video processing and 

ClearScan® 120Hz technologies—perfect for cinema-like entertainment and fast-pace 

access to content on your home network with MediaShare. Also access key media apps 

® and YouTube™, all controlled by an easy-to-navigate interface that 

displays all your content in one place. 

BRILLIANT PICTURE 
QUALITY. SMART TV.

Modern Curved Corner Design  

with Gun Metal Finish  

and Sleek Frame Stand



Cables not 

included. 
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Related Products

Screen Size Class: 40”

Stand

Panel

2

® 120Hz

®

Video Chassis

- Edge Enhancer

- Color Temperature Control

- ColorMaster™

Convenience

® and 

YouTube™)

- MediaShare

- Built-in Wi-Fi®

Audio

Connectivity
® with CEC3

®

Product and Packaging
4

- With Stand 

 

- Without Stand 

 

 

 

ENERGY STAR®

What’s in the box

 

(CT-8037)

Side Port

® ®-
® ®

you decide to wall mount your Toshiba television, always use a UL Listed wall bracket appropriate for the size and weight of the television. Care should be taken to place or install the display where it cannot be 

pushed, pulled over, or knocked down.

40L3400U LED Smart TV

1

 

and Universal Disc Player Satellite®
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